Enterprise Agile Success
GOAL

Capable

Achieving enterprise agile capability for teams at all levels of your organization

Most organizations begin exploring and achieve ad hoc capability through self-learning, experimentation, and limited training and consulting. Once organizations have had some initial success with agile, the
goal expands to align teams at all levels of the organization. Leveraging initial success requires an organized approach. VersionOne provides a solution to enable this broader agile capability.

Benefits of Capability

Are you ready?

• Understand your portfolio to delivery
value stream
• Effectively launch agile programs
• Improve business and team alignment
• Achieve team-level predictability
• Improve quality

• Are cross-functional challenges becoming
primary impediments?
• Is project funding misaligned to agile
practices?
• Is your legacy code difficult to modify in
small iterations?
• Is there a lack of business involvement in
your agile initiative?

Education Activities

Making It Happen
VersionOne Implementation Framework
At every phase of your agile journey, VersionOne will guide your teams with a
proven methodology to ensure progress to plan.

Kickoff

Design

Assess, plan,
define goals and
roles, and begin

Create roadmap,
playbook, and
communication

Learn agile and lean practices, along with how to practice with the VersionOne platform, to overcome
cross-functional challenges, increase visibility at all levels, and increase the speed of your teams.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Agile/Lean Practices
Agile Accelerator
Agile for Executives
Lean/Kanban
Scaling Agile (ex. SAFe®)
Agile Engineering
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Consulting Activities

Launch - Education

Hands on coaching and consulting designed for your organization will help you increase agility in a way
that supports your enterprise agile journey.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizational & Team Assessments
Agile/Lean Leadership Consulting
Team Coaching
Agile Technical Coaching
VersionOne Implementation Consulting
Agile Program Launch
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Contact us at services@versionone.com to learn more
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Enterprise Agile Success
Through our decade of leading organizations to understand
and achieve agility, VersionOne has defined five levels of
capability for organizations as they adopt agile approaches.
Understanding current capability and business goals allows
a transition strategy to be developed that is focused and
efficient.

Experimenting with agile in pockets
No initiative to achieve enterprise agility
Considering an agile initiative
Limited to a small portion of the organization
Most processes are status quo
Agile practices and techniques being used
Use of agile still maturing
Performance variance improving
Practices refined and impediments removed
Performance results in accurate Release Planning

Predictability has enabled business decisions to
adapt to current market condition

Power and productivity
for a better world™

40%

Reduction in
defect backlog

Scott Madden
Senior Director, Product Operations
ABB Enterprise Software

VersionOne.com

30%

Fewer defects in
the product

90%
On-time
delivery

“VersionOne is not just a vendor. They are a
partner. From implementation all the way
through the life of our relationship with
VersionOne, I believe it will be a world-class
experience.”
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